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need to explain them by high wages; temptations to drink and gamble
were interwoven with the fabric of society to an astonishing extent, and
they did undoubtedly combine with the uncertainties of life and trade
to produce that sense of instability, of liability to sudden ruin, which
runs through so much eighteenth-century literature. The 'decayed
housekeeper' meets one at every turn in the poor-law records; the
debtors' prison and the sponging-house play a large part both in fiction
and biography. Francis Place had little sympathy with the tavern-haunt-
ing, club-going, gambling London tradesman of the eighteenth century.
His own early experience, both as an apprentice and in his own family, was
unfortunate, but he repeatedly asserts that ruin through idleness and
extravagance was the rule rather than the exception in the London of his
youth. He describes old Joe France, the breeches-maker to whom he was
apprenticed, as a typical London tradesman. * He had done what is called
a good business and might have saved money, but to do so was then the
exception with common tradesmen.* His daughters were disreputable, his
sons were thieves, the eldest 'a first-rate genteel pick-pocket' working
at his trade as a blind. He lived in Bell Yard, Temple Bar,
... as perfect a sample of second-rate tradesmen's families as any place could
be.... It was inhabited by many men whose businesses were such as would
have enabled them to bring up their families respectably and to put them out
in the world with fair chances of success, yet scarce anyone did half as much
as he might have done, and nearly all did the contrary.... The same may be
said of Fleet Street, and the Strand, and indeed of every part of the metro-
polis. In my time most of the youths were loose characters. Some families
in the neighbourhood were even more disreputable than that of old Joe
France.... It must not be concluded ... that many families were not highly
cespectable in every sense of the word, but the number... was small indeed
in comparison with families now living in the same places, and in similar
circumstances.11
Place gives a melancholy list of men with good businesses who
became destitute through dissipation and gambling, especially in the
State Lottery. In fact a large part of his early acquaintances seem to have
ended their days in the workhouse or as street beggars. After describing
some outstanding cases, he goes on,
I have a list of twenty-seven more, all of whom frequented my father's
house [the King's Arms]. Every one	might have lived genteelly and

